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PREFACE

Mrs. Linda C. Hall established the wetlands reference card file and prepared the first wetlands bibliography (Research Report No. 33). Her work has been updated and expanded by Stanton J. Kleinert, and a preliminary draft is being offered now for the use of interested persons.

Since the authors have left the project for other positions, further checking and updating will be done in a final draft at a later date.

We are indebted to George Brader and his staff for their work in adapting the reference file to punch cards for automatic processing and retrieval. Automatic processing greatly facilitated the preparation of this bibliography and will substantially reduce the work required to update the bibliography in the future.

This project was supported by funds made available through Chapter 36, 1965 Supplement to the Wisconsin Statutes (36.245), under the Accelerated Water Resources Research and Data Collection program.
INTRODUCTION

Wetlands are lowlands which are waterlogged or covered with shallow or temporary waters. They may be marshes, swamps, bogs, fens, wet meadows, potholes, sloughs, or river--overflow lands. Wetlands are a natural resource, supporting a vast and diverse range of plant and animal life, the full value of which is only beginning to be accounted.

The original wetland acreage of the United States was estimated to have been 127 million acres, of which about 45 million acres were lost to drainage, filling or flooding by 1955 (F86). Wisconsin wetlands originally comprised about 5 million acres. Approximately half of these have been drained or affected by drainage (F65). The remainder, about 2% million acres in 1955, includes 380,000 acres classified as of high value to waterfowl. Peat and muck soils associated with wetlands represented about 8% percent of Wisconsin's soil resources, and these are mostly undeveloped (C196).

Because they are subject to increasingly pressing claims from agriculture, industry, municipalities seeking solid waste disposal sites, recreation and wildlife, wetlands are becoming the focus of much controversy. Tension between exploitation, destruction, and preservation interests is mounting, and the question of their most advantageous use has become an ecological and economic problem of high priority, requiring scientific evaluation of both short--term and long--term human needs and land capabilities.

This bibliography has been assembled to assist workers concerned with wetlands management and research. Wetlands management and research projects often cut across inter-disciplinary boundaries and concern many fields of science. This listing of references on wetlands is intended to provide a gateway to the rest of the literature and should give a good start to a review of nearly any aspect of the field. However, the bibliography is not intended to encompass the entire range of information on wetlands and could not practically include all pertinent references.

The bibliography includes papers on vegetation, animals, soils and soil organisms, ground and surface water, hydrology, exploitation, destruction, construction, conservation, management, classification, inventory, survey, and values. The coverage extends to fresh--water marshes, swamps, bogs, wet meadows, potholes, sloughs, and overflow lands, but grades off at stream and aquatic environments.

The first Bibliography of Freshwater Wetlands Ecology and Management, prepared by Hall in 1968 (D78.1), included 3,302 references. This bibliography represents an updating of Hall's work. A total of 503 new references have been added and all references have been coded on punch cards for automatic processing and retrieval to facilitate future updating of the bibliography. The list of publications reviewed for the new references is presented below. In addition to these publications many monographs were reviewed.

The form of the bibliography is identical to that used by Hall in 1968. References were styled according to the Style Manual for Biological Journals and "Bibliographic Style," by Margaret S. Bryant, U.S. Department of Agriculture Bibliographic Bulletin 16 (June, 1951). Words were abbreviated in conformity with these publications and the American Standard for Periodical Title Abbreviations, published by the American Standards Association Inc., 10 E. 40th Street, New York, N.Y. 10016 (1964).

Foreign language entries give English titles where possible and cite the abstract, where one is known, rather than the original journal. Abstract numbers are included for English language titles at the end of the entry, using the following type of abbreviation.

Biological Abstracts, Volume 38, page 19562=BA38:19562
Chemical Abstracts, Volume 34, page 2513=CA34:2513
Wildlife Review, Volume 88, page 19=WWR88:19

The arrangement of titles is both numeric and alphabetic. Titles having no authors are designated "Anonymous." The keyword index is an alphabetic listing of significant words in titles and texts. It was compiled from the titles and, in about half the entries, from abstracts or the papers themselves. The keywords are qualified by phrases which may be from the title. Up to five or six keywords might be indexed for a single paper. Two or three is more usual. Numbers in the keyword index refer to the bibliographical entries.

An attempt was made to employ a flexible filing system to which new references could be added with a minimum of effort and to which reasonably quick reference could be made. The bibliography will be maintained in Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources offices in card form by addition of decimal number entries with appropriate keyword, index entries. It is estimated that approximately six weeks per year would be required by a worker to search current literature and update the card file.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Area</th>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Issues Reviewed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>California Fish and Game</td>
<td>Vols. 52-53 (1966-67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecology</td>
<td>Vols. 48-49 (1967-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fishery Bulletin</td>
<td>Vols. 66-68 (1966-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal Fishery Research Board of Canada</td>
<td>Vols. 24-26 (1967-June 69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Mammalogy</td>
<td>Vols. 48-49 (1967-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sport Fisheries Abstracts</td>
<td>Vols. 12-14 (1967-No. 1-2, 69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transactions American Fisheries Society</td>
<td>Vols. 97-98 (1968-No. 1-2, 69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General and Miscellaneous</td>
<td>Biological Abstracts</td>
<td>Vols. 48-50 (1967-69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental Science and Technology</td>
<td>Vol. 3 (1969)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naturalist</td>
<td>– (1959-66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural History</td>
<td>Vols. 76-77 (1967-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural Resources Journal</td>
<td>Vols. 7-8 (1967-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology and Culture</td>
<td>Vols. 8-9 (1967-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin</td>
<td>Vols. 32-34 (1967-69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants and Plant Communities</td>
<td>American Journal of Agricultural Economics</td>
<td>Vols. 49-50 (1967-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Midland Naturalist</td>
<td>Vols. 77-80 (1967-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Botanical Review</td>
<td>Vol. 34 (1968)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economic Botany</td>
<td>Vols. 21-22 (1967-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Applied Ecology</td>
<td>Vols. 3-5 (1966-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plant and Soil</td>
<td>Vol. 28 (1968)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Soil and Water Conservation</td>
<td>Vols. 20-22 (1965-67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sanitary Engineering</td>
<td>Vols. 93-94 (1967-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soil Conservation</td>
<td>– (Aug. 65-July 67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water Pollution Control</td>
<td>Vols. 40-41 (1968-Aug. 1969)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federation Journal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION A: PLANTS AND PLANT COMMUNITIES


A 1.00 ANONYMOUS. 1918. CATTAIL PLANT IN INDUSTRY. SCI. AM. 85(SUPPL.1):155.


A 4.00 AIKMAN, T. M. 1930. SECONDARY SUCCESSION ON MUSCATINE ISLAND, IOWA. ECOLOGY 11:577-588.


A 15.00 ANDERSON, W. A. 1943. A PRAIRIE IN NORTHWESTERN IOWA. AM. MIDLAND NATURALIST 29:767-791.


A 17.00 ANONYMOUS. 1917. GERMAN SUBSTITUTE FOR JUTE. (ABSTR.) NATURE (LONDON) 99:470. CATTAIL.

A 18.00 ANONYMOUS. 1917. TYPHA PLANT; A SUBSTITUTE FOR COTTON. SCI. AM. 88(SUPPL.):52.

A 19.00 ANONYMOUS. 1918. CATTAIL PLANT IN INDUSTRY. SCI. AM. 85(SUPPL.1):155.

A 20.00 ANONYMOUS. 1920. FOOD AND FIBRE FROM THE COMMON CATTAIL. SCI. AM. MONTHLY 21:236.

A 21.00 ANONYMOUS. 1942. WILLOW AND CATTAILS ANSWER DEMAND FOR KAPOK. BUS. WEEK, DEC 55-56.

A 22.00 ANONYMOUS. 1943. CATTAIL HARVEST ON SUBSTITUTE FOR KAPOK. BUS. WEEK, SEPT:167-68.

A 23.00 ANONYMOUS. 1943. CATTAIL "PARACHUTES" TESTED FOR WARTIME USE. POP. MECH., OCT.

A 24.00 ANONYMOUS. 1954. CATTAIL PROBLEMS SOLVED. AGR. NEWS LETTER 221:113.

A 25.00 ANONYMOUS. 1960. PREVENTION OF WATER WEEDS. RECLAM. EBA 46(3):169,82.


A 27.00 ARATA, A. A. 1957. NOTES ON THE ECOLOGY OF AMERICAN LOTUS IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS. TRANS. ILL. STATE ACAD. SCI. 50:71-75. WSR9:26.

A 28.00 ARBER, A. 1920. WATER PLANTS, A STUDY OF AQUATIC ANGIOSPERMS. CAMBRIDGE, LONDON.


A 31.00 ARTHUR, V. 1930. PEAT BOGS IN SOUTHEASTERN CANADA. CAN. DEPT. MINES AND RESOURCES GEOI. Surv. Mem. 162, 32 P.


A 32.00 AYERT, C. 1931. WILD RICE; HISTORY, GROWTH, RANGE, AND RAISING OF RICE. AM. GAME, MAR./APR.

A 33.00 BACKS-BECKING, L. G. M. AND NICOLAI, E. 1934. THE ECOLOGY OF A SPHAGNUM BOG. BLUMEA 1:10-44.


A 37.00 BALDWIN, A. G. 1958. BURNT; 12,000 ACRES, ON PURPOSE! WIS. CONSERV. BULL. 23(5):16-19. FOR MASH MANAGEMENT.
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A 38.00 BANMAN, M. W. 1940. THE ROOT SYSTEMS OF NORTHERN ONTARIO CONIFERS GROWING IN SAND. AM. J. BOTANY 27:108-114.


A 51.01 BECK, M. 1924. THE PLANT SUCCESSION OF THE FLOOD PLAIN OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE PIONEER STAGE. A. THESIS, UNIV. OF MINN.

A 50.00 BEALS, E. W., AND D. J. ANSON. 1920. RELATION OF CERTAIN AQUATIC PLANTS TO OXYGEN SUPPLY AND TO CAPACITY OF SMALL PONDS TO SUPPORT THE TOP MINNOW (POLMOSIS APPINIS). TRANS. AM. FISH. SOC. 50:268-278. SUBMERGED VS. FLOATING-LEAVED.


A 52.00 BEDISH, A. 1900. BELL, E. W. 1941. SOIL FREEZING AND FOREST COVER. AM. GEOPHYS. UNION TRANS., 1:173-175. SPRUCE SWAMP, SPRUCE FLAT, AND OPEN FIELD.

A 67.00 BISSELL, C. 1955. ROVER FOR BETTER FISHING. FISHERMAN: 52-53.

A 60.00 BERGMAN, H. F. 1919. THE VEGETATION OF MINNESOTA SWAMPS. P. 61-73. IN E. K. SOPER, [ED], PEAT DEPOSITS OF MINNESOTA. MINN. GEOG. SURV. BULL. 16.

A 53.00 BEDISH, J. W. 1967. CATTAIL MOISTURE REQUIREMENTS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE TO MARSH MANAGEMENT. AM. MIDLAND NATURALIST 70:288-300.

A 54.00 Begg, J. E., AND OTHERS. 1964. DIURNAL ENERGY AND WATER EXCHANGES IN BULRUSH MILLET IN AN AREA OF HIGH SOLAR RADIATION. AGR. METEOROL. 1:294-312.

A 55.00 BEEDISH, A. 1945. THE ABILITY OF SPHAGNUM TO ABSORB CATIONS PREVENTIALLY FROM DILUTE SOLUTIONS RESEMBLING NATURAL WATERS. J. ECOL. 47:351-355.

A 56.00 BENNETT, W. J. 1900. ADDITIONS TO THE FLORA OF MILWAUKEE COUNTY. BULL. WIS. NAT. HIST. SOC. (N.S.) 1:161-166.

A 50.00 BENNETT, W. J. 1902. ADDITIONS TO THE FLORA OF MILWAUKEE COUNTY. BULL. WIS. NAT. HIST. SOC. (N.S.) 2:139-44.

A 59.00 BENNETT, W. J. 1955. CUTTING METHODS IN MIXED CONIFER SWAMPS. U.S. FOREST SERV. LAKE STATES FOREST EXPT. STA. RES. PAPER LS-4, 24 P.

A 57.00 BENNETT, W. J. 1967. EFFECT OF SOIL MOISTURE RELATIONSHIPS IN UNDRAINED FORESTED BOGS. IN PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON FOREST HYDROLOGY, PENN. STATE UNIV., AUG. 29-SEPT. 30, 1965. PERGAMON PRESS.

A 68.00 BEIDISH, J. W. 1964. THE EFFECT OF CLOUDINESS ON THE OXYGEN CONTENT OF WATER AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE IN CRANBERRY CULTURE. AM. J. BOTANY 51:50-58.

A 66.00 BESCHER, R. E., AND F. J. WEBBER. 1962. GRADIENT ANALYSIS IN SWAMP FORESTS. NATURE (LONDON) 194:207-209. ONTARIO.

A 64.00 BILLINGS, W. D. 1951. VEGETATIONAL ZONATION IN THE GREAT BASIN OF WESTERN NORTH AMERICA, P. 101-122. IN LES BASES ECOLOGIQUES DE LA VEGETATION DES ZONES ALDES. U.I.S.B., PARIS.


A 66.00 BIRD, H. 1923. ON THE "BOREAL" CHARACTER OF BOGS AND AN ARTIFICIAL MODIFICATION. ECOLOGY 4:293-296. INCLUDES INSECTS.

A 51.00 BENNETT, W. J. 1900. THE VEGETATION OF MINNESOTA SWAMPS. P. 61-73. IN E. K. SOPER, [ED], PEAT DEPOSITS OF MINNESOTA. MINN. GEOG. SURV. BULL. 16.

A 50.00 BENNETT, W. J. 1902. ADDITIONS TO THE FLORA OF MILWAUKEE COUNTY. BULL. WIS. NAT. HIST. SOC. (N.S.) 2:139-44.

A 59.00 BENNETT, W. J. 1955. CUTTING METHODS IN MIXED CONIFER SWAMPS. U.S. FOREST SERV. LAKE STATES FOREST EXPT. STA. RES. PAPER LS-4, 24 P.

A 57.00 BENNETT, W. J. 1967. EFFECT OF SOIL MOISTURE RELATIONSHIPS IN UNDRAINED FORESTED BOGS. IN PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON FOREST HYDROLOGY, PENN. STATE UNIV., AUG. 29-SEPT. 30, 1965. PERGAMON PRESS.

A 68.00 BEIDISH, J. W. 1964. THE EFFECT OF CLOUDINESS ON THE OXYGEN CONTENT OF WATER AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE IN CRANBERRY CULTURE. AM. J. BOTANY 51:50-58.

A 66.00 BESCHER, R. E., AND F. J. WEBBER. 1962. GRADIENT ANALYSIS IN SWAMP FORESTS. NATURE (LONDON) 194:207-209. ONTARIO.

A 64.00 BILLINGS, W. D. 1951. VEGETATIONAL ZONATION IN THE GREAT BASIN OF WESTERN NORTH AMERICA, P. 101-122. IN LES BASES ECOLOGIQUES DE LA VEGETATION DES ZONES ALDES. U.I.S.B., PARIS.


A 66.00 BIRD, H. 1923. ON THE "BOREAL" CHARACTER OF BOGS AND AN ARTIFICIAL MODIFICATION. ECOLOGY 4:293-296. INCLUDES INSECTS.


A 60.00 BERGMAN, H. F. 1919. THE VEGETATION OF MINNESOTA SWAMPS. P. 61-73. IN E. K. SOPER, [ED], PEAT DEPOSITS OF MINNESOTA. MINN. GEOG. SURV. BULL. 16.

A 68.00 BISSELL, H. H. 1935. EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENT UPON THE ROOT HABITS OF CERTAIN DECIDUOUS FOREST TREES. BOTAN. GAZ. 76:676-708. INCLUDES BOX ELDER, COTTONWOOD.


A 70.00 BLACKMAN, G. E. 1935. A STUDY BY STATISTICAL METHODS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES IN GRASSLAND ASSOCIATIONS. ANN. BOTAN. LONDON 4:749-774. [APPENDIX BY M. S. BARTLETT, 775-777.]


A 74.00 Bocz, R. S. 1965. THE PRESENT POSITION OF THE PROBLEM OF COVER OF BOGS IN RELATION TO THE STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF PEAT DEPOSITS. P. 61-65. IN A. G. CHEISHI**, [ED.], PLANT INDICATORS OF ROCKS, BOGS, AND SUBSURFACE WATERS. [AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION FROM THE RUSEN.**] CONSULTANTS BUREAU, NEW YORK.


A 77.00 Bond, G. 1951. THE FIXATION OF NITROGEN ASSOCIATED WITH THE ROOT MODULES OF METILA CALE L., WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ITS RELATION TO THE ECOPHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE. ANN. BOTAN. (N.S.) 15:467-469.

A 78.00 Bond, G. 1956. EVIDENCE FOR FIXATION OF NITROGEN BY ROOT MODULES OF ALDER (ALNUS) UNDER FIELD CONDITIONS. NEW PHOTOTIST 55:147-153.

A 79.00 Borsos, W. S. 1932. ECOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON CERTAIN AQUATIC ANGIOSPERMS. CONTRIB. BOYCE THOMPSON INST. 4:425-496.

A 80.00 BOWBOW, J. 1952. WILD RICE. TRANS. WIS. STATE AG. SOC., DEC.:206-208.

A 81.00 Bowser, C. W. 1952. PROGRESS REPORT ON FIELDSCALE DEVELOPMENTS TO CONTROL CATTAIL (TYPHA SPP.) AND OTHER EMERGENT PLANTS WHICH FREQUENT IRRIGATION SYSTEMS IN PACIFIC SOUTHWEST; RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORT. W. W. WED COM. CONF. 13:143.

A 81.01 Bode, C. R. 1967. SOME ASPECTS OF AQUATIC PLANT ECOLOGY. IN: RESERVOIR FISHERY RESOURCES SYMPOSIUM. FUEL BY SOUTHERN DIV. AMER. FISH. SOC., P. 114-129.


A 82.00 Boyer, R. B. 1947. AQUATIC WEED CONTROL MANUAL: THE CLOSTOBON CORP., 15 EXCHANGE PL., JERSEY CITY 2, N.J. 21 P.


A 84.00 Braun, E. L. 1938. DECIDUOUS FOREST CLIMATES. ECOLOGY 19:515-522.

A 85.00 Braun, E. L. 1950. DECIDUOUS FORESTS OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA. BLACKISTON, PHILADELPHIA.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article Title</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A 104.01_**Bull, M. F., H. F. Bull, and W. A. Reiners. 1968. Radial mat growth on cedar creek bog, Minnesota. Ecology 49:**1190-1199.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>122.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 105.00_Buell, M. F., and W. A. Miering. 1953. Vegetation of a raised bog near Itasca Park, Minnesota. Bull. Torrey Botan. Club 80:**123-130.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 106.00_Buell, M. F., and V. A. Westenfeld. 1955. Floodplain forests of the Mariah River. Torrey Botan. Club Bull. **82:**463-472.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 108.00_Burns, G. F. 1911. A botanical survey of the Huron River Valley. VIII. <em>Zedaphic conditions of peat bogs of Southern Michigan.</em> Botan. Gaz. **52:**105-125.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 109.00_Burkholder, P. R. 1956. Studies on the nutritive value of Sparta Grass growing in the marsh areas of coastal Georgia. Bull. Torrey Botan. Club **83:**327-334.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 110.00_Butler, C. C. 1952. Undesirable woody plants in irrigation systems and irrigation lands; Research progress report. Proc. W. Weed Control Conf. <strong>13.</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 111.00_Butler, J. E. 1954. Intereflations of autecological characteristics of prairie herbs. Ph.D. Thesis. Univ. of Wisconsin.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 113.00_Buttry, B. R., and Others. 1965. Competition between Glyceria maxima and Phragmites communis in the region of Sullivangton Broad. III. The fine growth. J. Ecol. **53:**183-195.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 115.00_Cain, S. A. 1935. Bald Cypress, Taxodium distichum (L.) Rich. At Hovey Lake, Daley County, Indiana. Am. Midland Naturalist **16:**72-82.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 116.00_Cain, S. A., and W. T. Penfound. 1938. Acererum Rubbi; the red maple swamp forest of central Long Island. Am. Midland Naturalist **19:**399-416. Phytosociology of tree, shrub, herb and moss layers.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 117.00_Cain, S. A., and J. F. Slater. 1948. The vegetation of Sodom Lake. Am. Midland Naturalist **40:**741-762.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 118.00_Caldwell, P. A. 1956. The spatial development of Spartina colonies growing without competition. Ann. Botan. (N. S.) **21:**203-219.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 119.00_Calhoun, B. M. 1947. Intergradation between Typha latifolia and T. Augustifolia. Thesis. Univ. of Wis. 9 P.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 120.00_Cannon, W. A. 1925. Physiological features of roots, with a special reference to the relation of roots to aeration of the soil. Carnegie Inst. Washington Publ. <strong>368.</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 122.00_Cartwright, B. W. 1942. Regulated burning as a marsh management technique. Trans. N. Am. Wildl. Conf. **7:**267-269. Prevention of wildfires in Manitoba.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A 220.00 DOUGLAS, M. S. 1947. THE EVERGLADES, RIVER OF GRASS. RHINEHART, NEW YORK. 400 p.
A 221.00 DRURY, W. H., JR. 1956. BOG PLANTS AND PHYSIOGRAPHIC PROCESSES IN THE UPPER KUSKOKWIM RIVER REGION, ALASKA. HARPAD UNIV. CONTRIB. GRAY Herb. 176, 130 p. W90157.
CHIEFLY ECOLOGY AND ORIGIN.
A 222.00 DUKOIS, P. 1951. THE POSSIBILITY OF MANUFACTURING PAPER FROM THE COMMON CATTAIL. TECHNIQUE (CANADA) 26:491-6. CA 46:7761.
A 226.00 DUVELL, J. W. T. 1906. THE STORAGE AND GERMINATION OF WILD RICE SEED. U. S. BUR. PLANT IND. BULL. 99, 13 P.
A 229.00 EDEN, A. 1967. MEASURING EVAPOTRANSPIRATION FROM VEGETATION FILLED PRAIRIE POHOLES IN NORTH DAKOTA. WATER RESOURCES BULL. 3:59-65.
A 230.00 EISENLOHR, W. S., JR. 1965. HYDROLOGY OF PRAIRIE POHOLES IN NORTH CENTRAL UNITED STATES. INT. ASSOC. SCI. HYDROL. BULL. 3:48-50.

A 291.00 GOWIN, H. 1941. THE FACTORS WHICH DIFFERENTIATE MARSH, P. R. BOAT. CHRONICA BOTAN. 7:11.


A 293.00 GOWIN, H., AND J. S. TAYLOR. 1933. SOIL ACIDITY IN RELATION TO VEGETATIONAL SUCCESSION AT CALTHORPE FORD, NORFOLK. J. ECOL. 21:235-262.


A 297.00 GOLDBURK, C. B. 1968. AQUATIC PRIMARY PRODUCTION. AM. ZOOLOGIST, 8: 31-62.


A 299.00 GOODELL, R. C. 1963. A REAPPRAISAL OF PRECIPITATION INTERCEPTION BY PLANTS AND ATTENDANT WATER LOSS. J. SOIL WATER CONSERVE.


A 301.00 GOGAN, C. E. 1950. VARIATION IN SOME CHEMICAL CONDITIONS ALONG THE BORDERS OF A CAREX BASSICARPA FEN COMMUNITY. OIKOS 2:217-240.


A 303.00 GOGAN, E. AND M. H. FARESALL. 1956. PRODUCTION ECOLOGY. III. SHOOT PRODUCTION IN PHRAGMITES IN RELATION TO HABITAT. OIKOS 5: 206-214.


A 305.00 GOTTBERG, R. A. 1934. LAKE VEGETATION AS A POSSIBLE SOURCE OF PEBBLE. SCIENCE 80:531-533.
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A 308.00 GROGNON, H. L., AND L. E. HURR. 1933. PLANT SUCCESSION AT THE BORDERS OF A MINERAL HOLE LAKE. BULL. TORREY BOTAN. CLUB. 60:103-131.


A 310.00 GREENBERG, J. 1947. NUTRITION AND HENFLOWERING OF WATER PLANTS. J. ECOL. 35:49-64.


A 314.00 GREENBERG, E. E. 1947. EFFECT OF WATER INVERSION IN TREE NUTRITION AND GROWTH. J. OF FLORIDA 65:118-120.


A 316.00 GREENBERG, C. N. 1956. LIST OF REFERENCES ON CONTROL OF AQUATIC PLANTS, INCLUDING ALGAE. CHIPPION CHEMICAL CORP. CO., BOUND BROOK, N. J.


A 318.00 GREENBERG, R. J. 1956. THE ECOLOGY OF WHITE CEDAR SWAMPS. UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS.


A 333.00 HARRIS, S. W., AND W. H. MARSHALL. 1960 EXPERIMENTAL GERMINATION AND ESTABLISHMENT OF SEEDLINGS OF PHRAGMITES COMMUNIS. ECOLOGY 41: 395. MUD LAKE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE.

A 338.00 HARRIS, S. W., AND W. H. MARSHALL. 1960 GERMINATION AND PLANTING EXPERIMENTS ON SOFT-STEM AND HARD-STEM BULrush. J. WLD. MAN. 24: 134-130. MUD LAKE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE.

A 339.00 HARRIS, S. W., AND W. H. MARSHALL. 1963. ECOLOGY OF WATER LEVEL MANIPULATIONS ON A NORTHERN MARSH. ECOLOGY 44: 311-344. BA47: 38498. AGASSIZ NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE.
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of wetlands, E6, E214, E455, E465, E55
on Mississippi River, E363
phosphorus in prairie soils, C331
phosphorus in streams and, C93
pohole, E120, E367, F18
water supply and, E248
problems of, E7, E489
reservations and, E278
sallinity and, E25, E66, E456
small watershed program and, E361
Soil Bank and, E84
soil changes and, C328
statistical, E386, E387, E388, E393, E390
stream pollution and, E165
subsidies of peat soils and, C289
subsidies for, E49, E108
survey of, E129
swamp microbes and, C175
unwise, E313
urban, C338
value of, E38, E46
wetlands, drainage and, C151
waterfowl and, E121, E223, E312, E236, E368, E410
waterfowl and, E424
Drainage assistance, E187
Drainage benefits, economic evaluation of, E115
Drainage conditions, soil and, C238
Drainage ditches, more wildlife from D7
rainfall engineering, E236
Drainage enterprises, list of, E484
Drainage laws, E100, E188, E252, E265, E333
Drainage policy, E86
Drainage practices, E101
Drainage problems, E189, E326
mosquito control and, E26
Drainage properties, of musk soil, C189
Fish catastrophes, of Douglas Lake (Mich.), 8593
Fish hatcheries, dissolved oxygen criteria, B
Fish food, sauger in Lake Winnebago, 8578.6
Fish habitat, siltation and, 8381
Fish management, development of, B544
Fish populations, productivity of, 8124, 8731,
Fish production, B45, feeding habits of, B45
Fish predation, bottom fauna as, 85
Fish removal, fertilizers for, 85
Fish removal and, hatchery production needs, 8117.1
Fish removal, conservation highlights, 8692.3
Fish populations, fish removal, and, 8692.3
Fish populations, crappie food, 8377.1, 8415.1
Fish predation, benthic productivity and, 85
Fish production, B45, B152 biological basis for, B244.1
Fish production, in small artificial lakes, B714 of farm ponds, B112, B202
Fish populations, backwater, B130, B707 channelization and, B539 in farm ponds, B500 in river oxbow lakes, B779.1 of spring-fed swamp, B274
Fish predation, benthic productivity and, B308
Fish production, B45, B152 biological basis for, B244.1 in impoundments B152.1 in ponds, B699, C452 lakes for, B198 nitrogen content and, C371 water quality and, C100
Fish removal, fish food and, B46
Fish in Wisconsin, B547.1
Fisheries, G106 economic value of, E90 nature conservation and, B416 of small artificial lakes, B717 water levels and, B812, B813
Fisheries biology, population dynamics, B168.1
Fishery, economics of, E77, E144, E322 inland water production, B631.2 Lake Koshkonong, B717 northern Wisconsin lakes, B132.1
Floodplain, of Missouri Valley, A997 Floodplain, agroecology of, A253 agriculture on, C28 formation of, A1052 hydrology of, A934 mammalian succession on, B784 using soil maps to delineate, C28.1 Floods, bottomland trees and, A392, A393 drainage and, E249 stream fish and, B789 vegetation and, A941 Flora, of Bailey's Harbor Bog (Wis.), A852 of Eagle Lake (Indiana), A147 of Milwaukee (Wis.), A57, A58 A161, A494, A805, A1019, A1020 of Racine and Kenosha (Wis.), A980 Floridas, ecology of, G52 Flovages, A908 management in central Wisconsin, D80.1 Flowers of Faville Prairie, F111 Fodder value, of sedges, A495 Food, duck, B403 fish, bottom fauna as, B582 fertilization for, C376 goose, B571 muskrat, B121, B205 redwing, B480 teal, B547 waterfowl, B546, B647 wild animals as, B704 wildlife, B468 wood duck, B157 young marsh hawk, B421 Food cycle, in bogs, C117 Food habits, coot, B364 goose, B438, B571 mallard, B132, B181 marsh hawk, B218 merganser, B343 mink, B689, B771 muskrat, B211, B702 pheasant, B689 quail, B685, red fox, in marshes, B316 redwinged blackbird, B87 ruffed grouse, B689 turtles, B409 waterfowl, B14, B155, B158, B165 B180, B455, B467, B688, B829, F73 wood duck, B448
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Food plants, A394
duck, B43, B17, B221, B664
 establishment of, A246
waterfowl and, B129, B442, B621, B649
carp and, B597
culture of, B242
seeds of, B404
soil and, B53
yield of, B438
wildlife and, B554
Food preferences,
of mallards, B691
Foods
canvasback, B432
deer, B284
fur animal, B430
lesser scaup, B432, B602
mallard, B820
tail, B334
sora, B777
swamp rabbit, B721
waterfowl, B486
germination of, B435
in rice fields, B297
last underwater, B518
propagation of, B445, B615, B739
winter game, nutritive value of, B208
Forages
bog, digestibility of, A719
Carex as, A518
lake vegetation as, A305
on lowland prairie, A1002
Forest, A169, A311
cedar and spruce, deer and, A50
coniferous, animals of, B461
deciduous, A84
animal of, B660
Forest cutting
invasion of sphagnum and, A456
Forest growth
beaver dam removal and, B796
Forest marshes, drainage of, A304
Forest resources, A895
Foxes
ecology, B0.2
food habits, B316, B0.1, B84.2
Freezing
of, pest, C80
Freshwater, G6
Freshwater ecology, G99, G133, G71, G84
Freshwater environments, biological problems of, E244.1
Frog
dispersal of Rana pipiens, B94.2
food habits of Rana clamitans, B353.1, B353.2
of Rana pipiens, B429.1
migrations of Rana pipiens, B94.1, B185.1, B185.2
wood, habitat and activity of, B313
in a bog, B63, B64
Frog raising, B733, B741, B746
Frogs, B817
bullfrog feeding behavior, B759.2
bullfrog populations, B631.1
ecology, B343.2
of Okefenokee Swamp, B819
orienting mechanisms of Rana clamitans, B545.1
Frosts
meadows and, A472
Fungi
metabolism of, peat and, C214
micro-, soil, C23
peat bog, phenology of, C104
soil, of copper swamp, A458
Fur, B29, B30, B48, B473, B560
Fur animals, B104, B821
foods of, B430
Fur catch, B33, B744
Fur crop, B658
Fur farming, B618
Fur harvest, B57, B470, B808
Fur hunting, B2, B361
Fur industry, B32, B91, B548, B737
economics of, B337
outlook, B292
Fur laws, B31
Fur management, B135, B822
Fur production, B531, B822, B823
marsh management for, B8, B529
of [submarginal] farmlands, B755
on coastal marshes, B802.1
Fur research, B728
Fur resources, B28, B32, B108, B581, B609, B800
management of, B153
utilization of, B231
Fur values, B239
Furbearer, muskrat, B412
Furbearer investigations, B148
Furbearers, B177, B497, B498, B540, B645
agriculture and, B288
management of, B594, B726
vanishing resource, B289
water levels and, B832
worth saving, B84
Furs, B143, B611
Gadwall
breeding biology of, B241
Game
areas, use by public, E296.1, E296.2
fire for, B524
value of, E288
Game farms, tree-shooting, E240
Garden, bog, A576
Gas,
in marsh fluid, C535
Gas exchange, of cypress knees, A483
Gas transport, of marsh grass, A916
Gases,
dissolved, in bog waters, C232
of lakes, C13, C14
from marsh and lake waters, C49
of waterlogged soils, C369
Geese, D52
Canada,
lead poisoning, B149.1
tub nests for, B101
use of nesting platforms by, B161
distribution and migration of,
first, B515
of Seney National Wildlife Refuge, B641.1
Geology,
of Dane County (Wis.), C41
of Everglades region, C105, C187
of Minnesota, C384, C385
Geoseminiferous tests, of aquatic plants, B435
Glacial history,
lake chemistry and, C333
Glyceria maxima, A112
Goldfish, reproductive repression, B786.1
Goose, B341, B397
food habits of, B358, B571
Goose management, B690
Grassland, southern upland, C353
water relations of, A125
Grasses
food of, B54, B660.1
Grain raising, waterfowl and, B151
Grass,
buffalo submergence of, A771
evaporation from C295
Everglades river of, A226
fenland, ground water and, A230, A632
Italian rice, for waterfowl, B254
marsh, gas transport in, A916
nutritive value of, A109
marsh reed, fertilization of, A170
profit from, on marsh soil, A845
reed canary, A340, A384, A385,
A1026, A1044
as pasture, A71
fertilization of, B721
steers on, A953
temperature and, A721
wood, ecology of, A446
Grass mixtures,
on meadows, A520
Grass-sedge bog, southern upland, A1010
Grass seeds, meadow phosphate and, A905
Grass stands,
of flood meadows, A486
Grass tussocks,
beetle fauna of, B439
Grasses, A235, A319, A376, A389, A789
decomposition of, A35
meadow, aeration in, A444
water transpiration of, A228
on silt bog soils, A145
wetland, transpiration of, A228
Grassland,
characteristics of, A331, A332
distribution of species in, A70
ecology of, A971
in floodplain, A943
of Peace River (Can.), A609
Grassland sedges, A568
Grasslands,
fire ecology of, D99
history of, A560
Gravel pits, D22
dumps, D38
as waterfowl reserves, D80, D134, D303
Grazing,
blue-winged teal and, B72
for marsh management, A623
lowland prairie, A1002
meadows, A34
prairie, wildlife and, A917
waterfowl breeding and, B117
Grebe
horned, feeding, B197.3
pied-billed, nesting ecology of, B258
Grouse
hunting survey, B429.2, B462.1
population estimate method, B240.1
prairie, B12, B282
burning for, A699
wetlands and, B395
ruffled
drumming sites of, B551, B273.1
feeding behavior, B621.1
food habits of, B689
forest cover and, B187
habitat, B502.1, B502.2
in wooded swamp, B266
lowland brush and, B190
Ladyslipper, white, mowing for, A182
Lagoon, sewage, D129
Sugar beet waste, waterfowl use of, B549
Lake, acid, fishes of, B107, B355
Binley, drainage of, A126
vegetation after draining of, A901
bog, limnology of, C421, C422, C423, C424
plankton of, C421
Buckeye (Ohio), ecology of, A212
Castle (Calif.) alder productivity at, A297
Cayuga (N.Y.), waterfowl at, B323
Cedar Creek Bog, food cycle in, C226
winter anaerobiosis in, C227
Douglas (Mich.), microbenthic fauna of, B499
periphyton in, B831
pH at, A780
mammal of, B517
Spartina michauxiana at, A282
sphagnum of, A716
Dry (Utah), vertebrates of, B675
Eagle (Indiana), flora of, A147
ephemeral, vertebrates of, B675
Gray’s drainage at, B761
Great Salt, marshes, A624
Green (Wis.), aquatic plants of, A751
Greenfields (Mont.), waterfowl and, B203
Hawley (Ontario), forest at, A855
Kettle hole, succession around, A308
Little John, aquatic plants of, A442
Little Kitoi (Alaska), larger plants of, A962
Lizard (Iowa), bottom fauna of, B711
Louis (Ontario), bottom fauna of, B811
marl, G157
fertilization of, C169
Mud (Wis.), D58
deer management at, B342
plant distribution at, A692
physical-chemical variable in, C286
Redrock (Ontario), bottom fauna of, B811
Reelfoot, B760, D188
development of, D172
donkey plant of, B221
Rose (Mich.), waterfowl at, B168
senescence, food cycle in, C226
midge larva in, B427
winter anaerobiosis in, C227
Sodon, vegetation of, A117
Spirit, vegetation of, A851
Sweeney (Wis.), aquatic plants of, A1036
Sugarloaf (Mich.) benthic associations, B56
Trout (Wis.), aquatic vegetation at, A1039
Tulea (Calif.), reclamation of, E256, E364
Utah, invertebrates of, B785
vegetation in, A566
Vicant (Mich.), fishes of, B107
water budget of, A237
Winona, ecology at, A1067
Lake Agassiz (Minn.), land use in, C173
Lake Alice (Florida), A427
Lake Chautauqua (Ill.), fishes of, B677
turbidity and sedimentation at, C182
Lake Chicot (La.), after impoundment, A233
vegetation of, A684
Lake Decatur, sedimentation in, C27
Lake development, succession to, A1035
Lake drainage, vegetation and, A694
Lake Drummond, under cover of, B604
Lake Erie, turbidity in, C32
Lake Itasca (Minn.), waterfowl at, B465
Lake Koskinonong (Wis.), G59, G74, G142
fishery at, B717
ornithology at, B456
Lake management, D97
small, F153
Lake Marion (S.C.), wood duck food habits at, B448
Lake Mattamuskeet (N.C.), carp removal at, B122
Characeae of, A1053
drainage of, F443
food of goose at, B538
Lake Mead, water loss at, C144
Lake Mendota, animals of littoral zone of, B23
aquatic plants of, A924
water of, A1092
Lake Michigan, dune vegetation of, A173
Lake productivity, G95
water soils and, C330
Lake Pymatuning, carp and vegetation at, A937
Lake region, A935
Lake shore, classification, F13
Lake St. Clair, plant associations in area of, A484
Lake succession, A995
Lake survey, F27
game, F44
Lake waters, mineral content of, C195
Lake Wisconsin, Glacial, aquatic and sub-aquatic plants of, A123
management in, D152
Lake Weber, aquatic vegetation of, A714
Lakes, A693, G46, G145
acidity of, C394
aquatic vegetation of, A672, A674
artificial, D1, D36, D111, D112
bottom fauna of, B245
management of, D19
bog, C186
alkalization of, C153
for trout, B113
linear application to, C417
limnology of, C134
macroplankton of, C134
marginal of, A1013
marginal edge fauna of, B207
temperatures in false bottoms of, C425
bottomland duck food plants in, B65
wildlife values in, B70
chemical characteristics of, C333
classification of, C156, G164
for fish propagation, B198
dissolved gases of, C13, C14
drained, present use of, E268
succession in, A617, A634
duck food of, B486
ecology of, G28
evaporation from, C259
exchange between water and mud in, C263
fertilization of, C246
by drainage, C338
fish productivity of, B152
fisheries of, G106
fish plankton, limnology of, C82
Great, A131
ice-covered, limnology of, C139
inland, G113
inventory of, G13, G14, G149
limnology of, C420, G106
lowland, water chemistry of, C128
microbenthic fauna of, B139
mountain, vegetation of, A434
organic matter in, C16
origin of, G164
plants of, A253, A687
prairie, limnology of, C443
production in, A441, C157
recreational, limnology of, G83
small, D5
local temperature and, G69
maximum temperatures in, C145
small artificial, fish management in, B714
management of, B71
standing crop in, G70
successions in, A187
transmission of radiation by, C15
woodland, waterfowl and, B362
Land and Water Conservation Fund, E74
Land economic inventory, F10, F11, F17
Land fills, sanitary, foundation problems
Land forming, E167
Land price, recreation, E392
Land resource area map, F67
Land use, E481, G4
plant succession and, A570
statistics, E386
Larch sawfly, A309
Layering, Great spruce, A278, A875
in Taxus, A143
Leasing, of hunting and fishing rights, E336
Leaf litter importance to aquatic environments, A451.1
Leatherleaf, insects associated with, A443.1
Leeches, control of, B486.2
Legumes, flood and, A486
in meadows, A864
Lemming, bog, B141
Lepidoptera, flowering plants and, B447
in bogs, B390
Leetle production, C207
Levees, succession on, A942
Level-ditched areas, changes in, D29
vegetation of, D30
wildlife use of, D31
Level ditching, D21, D156
waterfowl production and, B408
Light penetration, measurement under dense vegetation, G53.1
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marshes, A243, for fur crops, B529

marsh quality, A201, protein decomposition in, A37, A176

marsh productivity, E280

marsh program, small, D194

marsh region, A934

marsh soil, rice and grass on, A845

marsh survey, F52

duck, F53

marsh types, F48

marsh utilization, E215

marsh vegetation, A218, A497, A610

aerial photographs of, F50, F51

classification of, A421

micronutrients in, A527

nutrient cycling and, B302

plant communities in Louisiana, A690.1

total value of waterfowl of, A616

marsh wealth, E170

marsh wildlife, water levels and, B93

marshes, A243, A686, A951, B652, G61, G120, G143

aerial photography of, A433, F23

artificial, D186, G108

for waterfowl, D157.1

plants of, A246, A247

soils of, C51

succession in, A190

waters of, C51

birds of, B580

birth, life, and death, E368.1

blasting in, D151

conservation of, G58

drainage of, E38, E285, E486

drained, for forest planting, A814

temporary water regime of, C346

ducks and, B145

ecology of, G39, G48

economic value, I41, I267

effect on water quality, C191.9, C448.1

feeding of minks in, B771

forest drainage of, A304

Grand River Marsh, Wisconsin, D79.1

Great Salt Lake, ecology of, A624

water management of, D590

in winter, E391.9

Ipswich-Essex, G134

Lake Erie, B58, B59, B60, B187, D14, G34

muskrat in, B545

Lake Michigan, G34

land use and succession in, A570

life in, G119

livestock and, A451

management of, G39, G58

matches and, A1058

mineralizations in, C336

more wildlife from, D4, D7

muskellunge and, B1, B40

level ditching for, B21

need rest, D190

of Delaware, F13.2

pesticides in, G91

predator feeding by turtles in, B159

proaggregating, A433

red foxes, food of, B316

redwing, nesting in, B250

river, silt ass, A924

Sheboygan Marsh, restoration, D134.1

small, D13, D51, D84, D193

for wildlife, D59

use of, B78

waterfowl production on, B78

soil acidity of, C294

soil in management of, B147

South Atlantic and Gulf Coast, F33.1

southern, F52.1

spawning, breeding, B24

spontaneous combustion in, A964

survey of, F31, F45

value of, E279, A575

vegetation of, A509, A575, A724

water level management on, A445

water quality and, C81

waterfowl foods on poor soils of, B455

waterfowl, management of, B146

private, B110

weed control in, A573, A876

Wisconsin River, D81, G75

Wolf River (Wisc), walleye nursery, B578

marshiness, wet, soil types, A279, A339

Martin, purple, and mosquito control, B375.1

Mast crops, for wood ducks, B100

Mayfly, burrowing, B339

larvae in Mississippi River, B124.1

Meadow, definition of, A732

irrigation and, A1072

wet, Caesam 137 in plants of, A682

flooded and, A801

wild hay, vegetation of, A897

Meadow communities, A1069

leaf surface of, A7

structure of, A736

Meadow coenoses, problems in, A733

structure of, A735

variability in, A734

Meadow grasses, evapotranspiration of, A228

Meadow hay, flooding, digestibility of, A740

Meadow plants, as indicators, A299

ground water and, A438

seed reproduction by, A731

Meadow wet, A731

Meadow vegetation, A243

microelements in, A527

soils and, A611

Meadows, alluvial, grazed and mown, A34

bear, unusual bog, A476

birds of, A774

classification of, A722

Crex, D163.5

vegetational history of, A969

eco of, A75, A346

fertilization of, A695, A913

flood, A466, A966

trees and, A472

grasses of, aeration in, A444

irrigation of, with sewage, A520

land use and successions in, A570

legumes in, A664

mountain, soil water regime of, A907

peat soil of, fertilizers and, C459

redwing nesting in, B250

regeneration of, A786

segee, use of sod from, A522

Troy, (Wis.), A228

tuskog, A171

vegetation of, A862

water requirements of, A656

water table and, A963

weeds and roots in, A603

Melickgrass, purple, A786

Merganser, brood habitat, B387.2

food habits of, B343, B718.1

Methane, in hydrophytes, A343

Mice, marsh, B595

Microtus habitat, B424.1

swamp, B179

wood, flood and, B685

Microbial metabolism, in soil reduction, C378

Microbiological activities, in marsh fluid and, C333

in bog soils, C351

in muck soils, C396

Microorganisms, of peat, C167, C277, C412, C413

on sand grains, B479.1

Middle larvae, B427, C435

Milfoil, Eurasian, distribution and control, A879.1, A879.2

Mill, brown top, for wildlife, A114

bullrush, water exchanges in, A54

drawdown for, A176

management for, B26

Millpond, vegetation of drained, A189

Mineral content of lake waters, C195, C315

of plants, A285

Mineral elements, microbiology of muck soils and, C396

Mineralization of Nitrogen in peat, C200, C201

recent-metal, in marshes, C336

Mink, food habits of, B689, B771

Minnows, management of, B182

Minnows, food and drought and, B552

production of, B183, B535

Mint, C45, C217

Mire plants, elements in, A63

Mire types, C175, F7

lowland, F8
Mire vegetation, A6, A561, A562
Mire waters, vegetation and electrolytes in, A563
Moirure, excess, soils and plants and, C46
Mole activity, in fens, B483
Mollusks, of Skokie Marsh, G7
Moor burning, A452
Moor burning, A452
Moorland, A1004
Moorland animals, ecology of, B160
Moorland soil nematodes, C2
Moorlands, mountains and, A678
soils of, A677
tree growth in, A263
Moor peats, low, water permeability of, C122
Moor vegetation, A517
Moors, A972
animals of hillocks in, B572
heather, timber productivity of, A744
insects of hillocks in, B573
lowland, A742
sphagnum, pine on, A357
Moose, B577
fire and, B668
management for, D116
Muskeg areas, B169
Morasses, A837
Mosquito breeding, B339
mosquito control, for, B402
Mosquito larvae, mallard ducks and, B379
Mosquito occurrence, in waterfowl area, B502
Mosquitoes, B613, B662
control of, B356, B577
in sewage ponds, B53
plants and, B738
suppression and wildlife management, of, B580.1
surface conditions and, B335
swamp in urban habitat, B669
waterfowl and, B738
Mosquitoes, suppression and, A16
waterfowl management for, A516
Mosquito larvae, in panfish control, B660.2
Muskat, B238, B358, B283, B815
annual cycle of, B213, B216
as food, B412
as fur bearer, B98, B412
burrows and soil texture, B197.4
distribution, B225.1
farm marsh for, B132
food of, B205, B211
in Lake Erie marshes, B545
in Louisiana, B547.2
nitrut vs., B278
population studies, B474.1, B515.1
research and management, B225.2
refuges, B474.2
roundtailed, B88
surival of, B257
waterfowl and, B402
Muskat dam, B105, B144, B206
Muskat farming, B268
Muskat food, B121, B702
Muskat habitats, B7, B225.1
Muskat harvests, winter, B7
Muskat lodges, marsh gas in, B337
terns nest on, B534
Muskat management, B193, B452, B642, B727
Muskat marshes, B40
level ditching for, B21
on farms, B529
Muskat population, decline of, B217
Muskat populations, at Horicon (Wis.), B217
Muskat reproduction, B210
Muskat research, marsh management and, B149
Muskat trapping, waterfowl and, B240
Muskats, controlling, B703, B803
coots and, B788
DFT and, B816
ditching for mosquitoes and, B678

forest or, A1068
prairie grouse in, B12
Muskat areas, construction in, E441
draining in, E80
Muskats, A547, A774
as sharp-tail habitat, B296
moose and, B169

vegetation of, A516
Muskelunge, in panfish control, B660.2
Krat, B238, B358, B283, B815
annual cycle of, B213, B216
as food, B412
as fur bearer, B98, B412
burrows and soil texture, B197.4
distribution, B225.1
farm marsh for, B132
food of, B205, B211
in Lake Erie marshes, B545
in Louisiana, B547.2
nitrut vs., B278
population studies, B474.1, B515.1
research and management, B225.2
refuges, B474.2
roundtailed, B88
surival of, B257
waterfowl and, B402
Muskat dam, B105, B144, B206
Muskat farming, B268
Muskat food, B121, B702
Muskat habitats, B7, B225.1
Muskat harvests, winter, B7
Muskat lodges, marsh gas in, B337
terns nest on, B534
Muskat management, B193, B452, B642, B727
Muskat marshes, B40
level ditching for, B21
on farms, B529
Muskat population, decline of, B217
Muskat populations, at Horicon (Wis.), B217
Muskat reproduction, B210
Muskat research, marsh management and, B149
Muskat trapping, waterfowl and, B240
Muskats, controlling, B703, B803
coots and, B788
DFT and, B816
ditching for mosquitoes and, B678

forest or, A1068
prairie grouse in, B12
Muskat areas, construction in, E441
draining in, E80
Muskats, A547, A774
as sharp-tail habitat, B296
moose and, B169

vegetation of, A516
Muskelunge, in panfish control, B660.2
in algae and aquatic weeds, A259.2
in bog peats, C209
in farm ponds, C445
in waterlogged soils, C369
organic soil and, C130, C150
travel in soils, C307.2
Nitrogen content, black balsam production and, C371
of high moor peat, C431
Nitrogen fixation, by alder, A78
by Myrica gale, A77
Nitrogen mobilization, in peat, C200
Nitrogen response, on wet meadow soil, A467
Nitrogen source, cranberry and, A868
Northern pike, development, B631.5
food, B361.1, B361.2, B361.3, B361.4
food selectivity, B86.1
managed mashes, B230.1, D97.1
movement and harvest, B578.5
stocking in Wisconsin, B400.1
temperature and development, B416.1
Nuphar, adrenum, internal atmosphere of, A492
rhizomes of, A491
Nutria, causes of mortality, B7.1
ditchbank pest, B461
eradication by trapping, B537.1
B537.2
muskrat vs. B278
Nutria feeding, marsh vegetation and, B302
Nutrients, absorption of, A500
in organic soils, C233
lake, A549
loss after forest clear cutting, C23.1
Nymphaea, alba, rhizomes of, A463
vitamin C in blossoms of, A869
Oak, pin, management of, A542
Oil, muskrats and, B816
waterfowl and, B304
Onions, fertilizer and yield of, C71
Open space, E281, E451, E471
ORAP, G41, G132.1
Orchid, silver slipper, A240
Orchids, environmental factors and, A900.1
of Everglades, A1042
preservation of, A271, A511
Ore, bog covered, C334
bog plant indicators of, A810
copper, peat as, C117
Organic complexes, in peat, C110
Organic materials, as fertilizers for fish ponds, C356
commercial, C183
decomposition of, C24
Organic matter, caloric values, C131.1
cranberry and, A868
cropping and, C364
ferrous iron and, C266
hydrogenolysis of, C98
in late, C16
manganese and, C37
soil, C76
solubilization of, C158
Ornithology, B626
at Lake Koskinonk (Wis.), B456
of Wingra Springs (Wis.), G18
Osprey, studies in N.J., B622.1
Ostracod fauna, of temporary ponds, B331
Otters, feeding, G311
Outdoors, value of, E174
Oxidation, biological, subsidence and, C158
of peat, C275
Oxidation-reduction, at mud-water interface, C154, C155
in soils, C252
Oxidation-reduction conditions, in flooded organic soil, C203
Oxidation-reduction potentials, C293
of flooded soils, C311
Oxygen, dissolved, and estuary dredging, C27.1
criteria for fish, B190.1
in fish pond, C430
in saturated soil, C342
ond bottom mud, C43
extraction of, by fish, B793
in ponds, A519
in soil water, C454
low, nematodes and, C12
pure, fish and, B791
root growth in water and, A1074
supply of, aquatic plants and, A41
seed germination and, A608
Parkland, aspen, canvasback in, B749
Parks, establishing, E377
Pasture, ecology of, A971
flooding for waterfowl, B477
on virgin peat, C42
reed canary grass on, A853
Peat, C65, C96, C318, C19, C325, C335, C409, C10, C67, C183
acidic properties of, C101
as fertilizer, C381
as resource, C135
ash in, C391
biological activity in, C215
bog-covered ore and, C334
chemical composition of, C411
classification of, C118
cuprous, C117
depth, aeration of, C11
development of, C240, C318
calcicolic communities and, A167
drying of, C80
economics of, C312
elements in, A563
fertilizers and microbiology of, C401
for soil improvement, C59, C262
freezing of, C80
tongue metalloid and, C214
acidification in, C197, C431
hydrologic properties, G368.3
importance of, C8
in Diem Swamp, C288
indicator of, A2, A74
ionic relationships in, C437
lowmoor, oxidation of, C275
man preserved in, C125
microbiology, C413, C38.1
moisture of, C37, C391
molybdenum in, C107
nitrification and alkalinity in, C209
organic matter in, C391, C410
pH of, C290
plant transpiration and growth and, A918
plants on, anatomy of, A171
characteristic, A375
cyanobacteria, C412
quality of, A728, C57
rifle, subsidence of, C158
roads over, E104, E378
sphenamus, carbohydrates of, C383
humic acids of, C355
spruce forest, water absorption by, A1071
tree planting on, A1071
value of, C57
virgin, pasture on, C42
wet types of, C174
wetting, resistance of, C33
word, calcium and hydrogen exchange in, C77
Peat areas, highways over, F63
vegetation of, A516
Peat cutting, reclamation after, C428
Peat decomposition, microorganisms in, C412
Peat deposits, C40, C58, C60, C71, C81, C165, C221, C301, C302, C344, C358
Peatification of, C274, C118
Peat depth, environment of, A460, C205
Peat erosion, moorland minerals and, C55
Peat formation, C66
Peat fuel, C68
Peat investigations, fen deposits and, A294
Peat land, A544, A546
afforestation of, A215, A276
as water conserver, C61
degraded, fertilization of, A653
development of, C129
drainage of, E352
Everglades, soil air in, C274
for wildlife, A3, A2
Peat forest and, A855
improvement of, G32
resources and, C62
retention of micronutrients, C377.1
subsidence of, C307, C419
succession on, after fire, A124
use of, G29, G30
virgin, phosphorus in, C198, C199
treeless, evapotranspiration in, A965
Peat land reclamation, A363, E93
Peat land terminology, C395
Peat land types, A364
Peat land vegetation, A269
Peat materials, physical properties of, C171
specifications for, C278
Peat moss, market for, C172, C357
Peat nitrogen, mineralization of, C200, C201
Peat plants, as indicators of ores, A810
Peat podzol transitions, microflora of, C167
Peat products, market in Wisconsin, C8.2
Phosphorus level, spruce site quality and, A994
Pheasant cover, B233
Pheasant hunting, on shooting preserves, B118
Pheasant management, B118
Pheasant nesting habitat, B725
Pheasant production, factors in, B765
Pheasant program, B655
Pheasants, B443, B766
clowning counts, B240.2
electronic locator, B197.1
food habits of, B689
habits of, B246
hunting facts, B240.3
in winter, B270
land use and, B196
managing nesting cover, B240.4
nesting, B371, B84.3, B129.1, B219.2
B219.3
stocking, B370, B84.1
survival, B371.1
Photographs, aerial,
cover mapping from F35, F68
in wildlife management, F24
of forest, F59
of marsh vegetation, A433, F50, F51
pond mapping by, F16
soil indicator vegetation and, A510
Photography, aerial,
cover mapping and, F57
forest, F4
land use and, F57
of marshes, F23
recreation inventory, F27.1
wildlife management and, F45.1
for monitoring aquatic vegetation, F33
for vegetation measurement, F69
Photographs by aquatic communities, A959
Photogrammetry, A484
communis, A112
establishment of, A337
control of, A878, A51.1
management of, A983
shoot production in, A303
Phreatophytes, control of, A927
Phylosociology, plant, A583
Phytoplankton, periodicity of, A1015
Pickerel, grass, B389, B492.1
Pike, B234, B236, B310, B311, B556, B722
factory, B24
muskets and, B41
predation by, B606
propagation of, B444
spawning area management for, B493, B494
spawning behavior of, B222, B696
B697
spawning grounds, B111
spawning marsh for, B272, B350
spawning ponds for, B94
water level and, B123, B360
waterfowl and, B41, B410, B663
Pine, flooding and drainage and, A978
longevity, in woods, A465
planting, in woods, A589
white, in woods, A537
water supply and, A296
Pine cultures, on drained bogs, A803
Pine stands, regeneration of, A357
Pine swamp, A567
Fitcher plant, A373
biochemistry of, A367
nutrition of, A1032
plant associates of, A564
Pithophora, effect of cover on, A159
Pits, use of, by waterfowl, B759
PI, S66, E85, E193
Plankton, bibliography of Great Lakes Studies, A274.1
fertilization and, C237
in drought, B694
of bog lake, C241
of quaking bog, A307
Plant ecology, A987, A1001
Plant geography, physiological, A818
Plant growth, water levels and, A615
Planting, shrub, A338
food for waterfowl, B676
for marsh management, A623
pines in bogs, A389
wetland species on upland, A336
white spruce on wetland, A539
Plants, ecology of invasions, B203.2
ecology, quantitative studies, A317.1
flowering, biology of, A859
food of Indians, A1059
on parade, A419
useful, A374
waterlogging and, C46
Plow, upland, at Faville Grove (Wis.), B120
Plow nesting, B428
Pococins, planting pines in, A589
Polluted water, biology of, C178, C179
Pollution, bibliography of water treatment methods, E354.1
control of, by aquatic plants, A206
effect of harbor dredgings on plankton and benthos, E139.1
for eradicate aquatic plants, A621
mass influence on Lake Erie, C403.1
of wetlands, C136
phytosociology of, A662
soil, controlling, C418
stream, drainage and, E165
thermal and aquatic life, E59.1
thermal biological aspects, E220.1
toxic substances in ecological cycles, E480.1
waterfowl food plants and, B128
Pollution surveys, bottom fauna in, B805
Polygynous, amphiuma, A67
tartwrightii, A67
Pond, G72
beaver, A932
birth and death of, A579
bob, ecology of, G118
Rotifera and limnology of, B537
bottom mud of, oxygen in, C41
caesium 137, in plants of, A682
chara-cattail, animals in, B558
care of, G37
farm, D62, D145, D169
build, D9, D127.1
fish, D39, D44
limnology of, C341
management of, D123
life of, G109
Long (N.Y.), succession at, A667
microcrustacea population, B25.1
prairie, G102
South Walker (Ontario), insects of, B567
stabilization, D113
temporary, G96
Pond communities, A596
ecology of, G116
Pond culture, potamogetons and, A605
Pond fertilization, C375
plant distribution and, A407
Rastian (N.J.), floodplain of, A106, A1051
Red, floodplain succession on, A384
St. Johns, Valley (Fla.), wetland in, B640
Tippicanal (Indiana), A523
Wabash (Indiana), A523
White (Indiana), bottomlands, B760
floodplain forests of, A506
Wolf (Wis.), basin, G151
River discharge, marsh drainage and, E218
Rivers, life in, G85
Road crossings, wetland, E356
Roads, in muskog areas, E441
over peat, E104, E378
Rotifers, of bog pond, B716
Ruppia, environment and, A835
Rushes, A789
for chair seats, A158
Sagittaria, larifolia, harvest and use, A505
propagation of, A839
Salamanders, food of, B119
overwintering of larva, B101.1
Salinity, drainage and, E25, E66, E456
in peat soils, C30
marsh plants and, A487
plant communities and, A487
rice and, A235
Salt celer, A786
Sodium, distribution
Sodium, in lake waters, C231
Salt grass, evapotranspiration of, A228
Salt tolerance, in Typha, A550
Sand flats, vegetation on, A554
Sandhill, marshbirds of, B319
Sandhills, wet meadows of, A603
Sarracenia, purpurea, ecology of, A565
variosulcata, A586
Saxifraga, hircula, A6
Scapw, lesser, foods of B432, B602
reproduction of, drought and, B599, B600, B601
Scientific names, E79, E141.1, E159, E180, E234, E445, E476
Scripus, germination of seeds of, A143
lacustris, water purification by, A833
robustus, managing, B521
subterminalis, B716
Scrub carr, development of, A290
SCUBA, measurement of aquatic vegetation by, A822
Sedge, biology of, A414
cultivation of, A414
evapotranspiration of, A228
fertilization of, A720
for construction, A522
Wicken Fen, A289
temperature and, A720
water purification by, A833
Sedge associations, large, A484
Sedge-forb habitat, songbirds of, B106
Sedge hummock, treatment of soil in, C404
Sedge mat, bryophyte ecology of, A792
of bogs, A507, A508
Sedge meadows, tussock, A171
Sedge peat, pre-drying of, C308
Sedges, fodder value of, A495
grassland, A568
Sediment, inorganic, aquatic life and, C52
lake water and, C154, C155, C245
Sedimentation, at Lake Chautauqua (Ill.), C182
in Lake Decatur, C27
principles, C396.1
vegetation after, A402
Sediments, lake, C177.1
lake, bacteria in, C156
Seed, smartweed, harvesting, A217
wild rice, germination of, A226
Seed germination, of native plants, A499
oxygen supply, A608
Seed production, by curly-leaved pondweed, B340
Seeds, germination of, drought and, B599
life span of, A178
of Alisma plantago, germination of, A179
of aquatic plants, germination of, A177, A619
storage of, A619
of bulbous, germination of, A138
of meadow grass, germination of, A905
of Petranla vulgaris, germination of, A323
of Phragmites communis, germination of, A337
of Potamogeton and Sagittaria, A839
of Scripus, germination of, A413
of salt cedar, germination of, A952
of waterfowl food plants, B404
physiology of, A180
special dormancy of, A43
submerged, longevity of, A849
viability of buried, A306
Shoal, planting emergents on, A281
Shooting areas, management of, A542
Shooting clubs, G47, D11.1
Shooting grounds, commercial, F88
public, D186
survey of, E318
Shooting preserves, E51, E240, E244, E325
in Wisconsin, D21.1
management of, E349, E357
private, E454
role of, E89
wetland conservation and, B118
Shore, value of, E219, E468
Shorebirds, food during migration, B106.1, B106.2
use of stockponds, B219.1
Shoreland zoning, E473
Shrub habitat, willow, songbirds of, B106
Shrub-carrs, A99, A1025
Shrubs, bog, water relations of, A125
undesirable, A110
Shit, aquatic environments and, C88
aquatic life and, C442
pollution and, C458
river marshes and, A924
Silfation, fish food organisms and, B381
Silting, A945
floodplain trees and, A334
Skunks, economic value of, B411
Slough, Willow (Indiana), saga of, B425
Slough biology, B694
Sloughs, Mississippi River, as fish ponds, B693
vegetation of, A975
Sludge, disposal on crop land, C165.1
Smartweed, drawerdown for, A176
harvesting seed of, A217
management for, A342
Snails, control, B124.2
density in ponds, B202.1
habitats, B506
Snipe, B729, B742, B786
decline of, B423
overgrazing and, B464
Snipe field, management of, B520
Sod, farm crop, C324
Sodium, in lake waters, C231
Soil, C449
acidity of, for cranberries, A886
aquatic plant distribution and, A593
bog, A108
grasses on, A145
microbiology of, C351
midge larvae in, C435
toxic, C56
chemistry of, C7
denitrification in, C432
drained, vegetation and, A189
evaporation from C295
fen peat, ground water in, C280
fire and, A3
freezing, spruce swamp and, A56
treatment of, in farm ponds, C456
marsh, profits from rice and grass on, A845
subidence of, C285
muck, C149
decomposition of, C367, C368
drainage properties of, C189
hydrogenolysis in, C98
improving, C44
temperature inversion over, C258
organic, C218, C244
decomposition of, C10
fertilization of, C9
hydrology of, C180
onions grown on, C71
oxidation-reduction in flooded, C203
reaction of, C148
Soil

paddy, reduction of, C184

peat, algae in cultivated, C211
cropping and, C288

nourishment of crops on, A348

of meadows, C459

root penetration in, A244

water content in, C160

physical conditions and drain depth in, C427

plant growth and, A804

plant indicators of, A137

pre-variation in, A73

production in Phragmites and, A303

rice field, hydrogen sulphide in, C400

saturated, bottomland seedlings and, A540

dissolved oxygen in, C342

submerged, chemistry of, C326

treatment of, in drained swamps, water and, C250

treatment of, A293

water and, C250

waterlogged, reduction of, C185

waterfowl food plants and, B353

Soil acidity

of bog, A604, C228

of Ericaceous, A1022

of marshes, C294

succession and, A293

Soil aeration, A5

aquatic plants and, A204, A998

artificial, A406

bog plants and, A29, A152

tigation and, A163

in wet heath, A1003, A1084

nutrient absorption and, A500

of swamp plants, A61, A1040

organic soil crops and, C90

plant growth and, A164, A500

trees and, A262

water intake by plants and, A479

Soil air,
in Everglades peatland, C274

oxygen in, C454

Soil Bank, E434

drainage and, E84

duck nesting on land in, B81

fish and wildlife under, E123, E208

Soil change

drainage and, C328

Soil chemistry,

water levels and, A342

water levels and plant growth, C151.1

Soil classification,

land use and, C271

Soil conservation, E41

Soil Conservation Service,
test duck foods, B664

Soil drainageability,
in land classification, F22

Soil fertility, C389

Soil formation, C306

in organic soils, C8, C163

Soil freezing, A1006

Soil improvement, peat and muck for, C59, C262

Soil manganese, C37

Soil microfongi,
of bogs and swamps, C36

of copper swamp, A458

of prairies, C287

Soil mixtures,

peat and, moisture of, C103

Soil moisture, A5, C382

cropping problem and, C329

hydrophytes and, A998

in forested bogs, A47

in peat soils, C30

manganese and, C37

nutrients in wet-heaths and, A529

drainage of marshes, C346

plant growth and, A480

salinity and, A455

transpiration and, A482

trees, A262

Typha and, A52

Soil nutrients,

moisture and, A529

drainage of marshes, C346

plant growth and, A480

Soil pollution,

alkaline, C418

Soil salinity,

plant communities and, A454

Soil sampler,

test, C72

Soil surveys, C429

land use and, C271

vegetation survey and, A1076

Soil temperatures, and ecology, C34.1

Soil testing,
cerery growth and, C69

in Everglades, C112

Soil water,

oxygen in, C454

Soil zoology, C206

of raised bog, A536

Soils, C168, C234, C255, C389, C397, C398, C447, C448

alkaline, C106, C170

management of, C366

plant growth on, A353, A556

alluvial, forest growth and, C300

clay, drainage of, E67

cranberry, Azotobacter in, C407

drainage conditions and, C238

Everglades, C108, C187

molybdenum in, C210

flooded,

chemistry of, C304

forest growth and, C300

oxygenation-reduction potentials of, C311

water chemistry and, C269

"flowering", of, C212

forest and, C1029, A1030, A1031

glacial, moisture requirements in, C444

iron, organic matter in, C266

lake, caloric values of, C133

low quality, waterfowl foods and, B445

management of, for ducks, B147

marsh, C23, C87

artificial, C51

cat clays in, B519

ground water in, C434

calories and, C33

pH of, mosquito ditching and, C64

water shortage of, C143

meadow vegetation and, A611

moisture capacity of, A455

moor, C213

moorland and bog, A677

muck, C25, C146

agricultural problems on, C5

fixation of potassium by, C94

insecticides and, C222, C223

lettuce production on, C207

managing water in, B216

microbiology of, C396

subsidies of, C185

organic, C74, C97, C130, C241, C242, C244, C254, C340

alkaline, C147

manganese deficiency on, C347

classification of, C402

copper in, C114

crops on, C90

decomposition of, C26

ditchbank stabilization for, C70

food source, C91

ground water in, C433

hydrologic characteristics of, C21

manganese in, C113, C349

pH of, C233

soil fertility in, C163

subsidies of, C73, C365

water contents of, C22

water control on, C219, C372

water storage by, C70

water table fluctuations in, C151

oxidation-reduction in, C252

paddy,

chemistry of, C350

fertility of, C162

reduction of, C738

sulphate reduction in, C399

peat, C25, C166

accumulation of phosphorus in, C202

aeration of ground water, C379

bacteria in, C352, C441

capillary conductivity of, C440

cropping on, C364

drainage of, E68

fertility of, C126

forest growth on, A360

humic acids of, C309, C438

hydrology of, C48

ionic exchange of, C349

drained swamps, water levels in, C195

management of, C366

moisture in, C30

precipitation of iron in, C310

pre-drying of, C276

reclaimed, classification of, C306

replacement of, C316

salinity in, C30

subsidies of, C289

sulfur and zinc in, C362

zinc and productivity of, C363

zinc toxicity of, C361

phosphorus in, C235

pond chlorophyll derivatives in, C132

prairie, phosphorus and drainage in, C331

reactions of, supporting orchids, A1021

saline, plant growth on, A353, A354

A536

seepage, forest growth and, C300

swamp, C23, C453

caloric values of, C133

chlorophyll derives in, C132

forest growth and, C300

vegetation as indicator of, A510

water, classification of, C403

lake productivity and, C330

water plants and, A957

water moves in, C120, C121

waterlogged, C270, C406, C461

biocchemistry of, C369

oxidation-reduction potentials of, C124, C293

wet, C292

wetland, chemical studies on, A302

woodland, A676

crisis in San Francisco, E329.1, G45.1

federal programs, C450.1

Solid waste, in land reclamation, C64.1

throwaway packages, E82.1

Sora,

ecology of, B706

food of, B817

Sparaganiun,

americanum, B176

chlorcarpus, B176

ranousum, A10

Sparrina,

A109, A118, A257

temifiores, gas transport in, A916

michauxiana, at Douglas Lake

(Mich.), A282

townsendii, A647
Water budget, Water conservation, E41
Water level, at Yellowstone Lake (Wis.), A1049
control of,
- in organic soil, C150
- larch sawfly and, A309
- muskrat and, B802
- root growth and, A244
- vegetation and, A626, A812
- waterfowl and, B58, B59, B60, B756, B758
benthic river fauna and, B375
fluctuations in,
- birds, B537
- in evapotranspirometers, C401.1
- muskrats and, B67
- succession and, A308
- furuncles and, B632
- ground
- aquatic vegetation and, A778
crops and, C281, C327
- drainage and, F249
evapotranspiration and, A1027
- fenland grass and, A230
- in fenland, A612
- low, muskrats and, B69
- malaria control and, A368
- managing, D85
- fisheries and, B812, B813
- for malaria, A327
- on marshes, A339, A445
- marsh wildlife and, B93
- muskrats and, B817, B819
- northern pipe and, B123, B630
- plant atrophy and, A342
- plants and, A327
- pothole, waterfowl and, B351
- sago pondweed and, A777
- soil chemistry and, A342
- tamarack and, A412
- Typha and, A52
- waterfowl and, B810, B832
Water loss, C29, C114
from pond, A238
from reservoir, A41
- interception by plants, A299
Water management, B589, B590
- fish and wildlife vs., E4
- for mosquito control, B588
- of organic soils, C372
- of low-moor peats, C122
Water policy, G148
wildlife and, E3
Water pollution, biology and, A178, C179
Water production, land management for, D103
Water projects, planning, D183, D184
Water purification, by higher plants, A833
Water quality, C220, C446
- beaver activity and, C424
- criteria, C239, C468.1, C379.1
- criteria for freshwater fishes, B692.5
- fish production and, C100
- for aquatic life, C380
- for fishes, C389
- ground, refuse dumps and, D38
- impoundment and, C176, C177, C232
- in tributaries of Lakes Michigan and Superior, C458.1
Water regime,
of drained marshes, C346
- peat soil fertility and, C126
- regulation of, A599
- soil, mountain meadows and, A907
Water relations, of plants, A809
tree growth and, A899
Water resources, E399, G38, G92, G127
- development of, E384, E424
- fish and wildlife and, E54
- ecological systems and, E229
- fish and wildlife and, G126
- Fox-Well basin, Wisconsin, F49.1
- problems in Wisconsin C406.1
Water rights, G125
Water shortage in soils, C143
Water storage, by organic soils, C19
- by peats, C18
waterfowl homes and, B414
Water supplies, G135
ground, C164
- peatland as conservator of, C61
- pothole drainage and, E248
- waterfowl and, A296
Water table, fluctuations of,
evapotranspiration and, C159
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